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ABSTRACT

This research was conducted to a,.,sess the utility of flash X-ray techniques in

soil dynamics studies. Areas where these techniques should be successful, their

limitations, and the type of informatLn to be expected from them are discussed.

static and dynamic tests were conducted on soil samples of various thicknesses

and densities, and on buried structures of various dimensions using the Zenith

Iz_ lc '... .,7------ %b1d 1454 Flash X-Ray System. Initial tests defined

the proper techniques to record pictures under optimun conditions ot exposure,

scatter elimination, and saple size and density. Final tests showed that qual-

itative information could be collected on certain loose soils and that interac-

tion problems could be designed to yield large deformtions. Soil thicknesses

of over 5 inches could not be penetrated satisfactorily by the Zenith Flash

X-Ray System. However, recent preliminary tests (June 1965) with a 300-kv Field

Bmission Corporation field-emission X 'ay were made though 8 inches of soil.

It was concluded (1) that direct recording on film instead of using an image

intensifier provides better contrast, field of view, and resolution, but problems

of intensi-y and film transportation are gre t; (2) that more refined techniques

and improvements are needed to collect quantitative information; and (3) that the

inadequate state-of-the-art in multiple flash X rays at the time of this research

limited their utility in soil dynamics. Purthei investigation is recommended

based on recent arni significant developments in field-emi.nsion X-ray-type systems.

W.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1. Purpose of Report.

This report revi,,ws the history of X-ray studies in soil dynamics at the

Eric H, Wang Civil Engineering Research Facility (CERn) since early 1963; presents

data obtained from these studies; points out the difficulties of applying flash

X-ray techniques to soil dynamics; and recommends areas of further study and devel-

opant that may result in an effective flash X-ray analysis and measurement tech-

nique in soii dynamics.

2. Role of X Rays in Soil Studies.

X rays have been used occasionally in soil mechanics to mitor soil-

density changes under load or as a result of various placement techniques

(Refs. 1, 2). Tracking the motion of small, X-ray-opaque pellets in the soil has

also been an important applicati-n (Refs. 2, 3, 4, 5).

Three unique features of the X-ray technique make it a desirable method

of measurement in soil. First, it is a whole-field technique whifh gives a full

picture of the events in an area that can be photographed. ln comparison, gapes

placed in soil to measure soil or structure motion can give, essentially, only

point information. X rays may be used to defime the progression ani shapes of

failure planes, a decided advantage over other in.,trumentation techniqi .s. Second,

the penetration ot X rays through a soil sample, resulting in he exposure on re-

cording film, is a dir- t function of the soil density and is a c .wenient way to

record density changes as stresses are developed in a soil mss. Third, very

small, opaque pellets (slightly larger than soil grains) embedded in a soil mass

_ar be tracked when subjected to stress changes. Thus, many disp acement weasuro-

P.vnts of soil can be taken in the field of view by setting up an array of pellets.

The reasurements may be taken without disturbance of the 5 oi 1 by internal instru-

,wntation since the X-ray source am recording medium are outside of the soil suu-

ple. Generally, soil-piaced gages will affect the. surrounding soil motions which

occur when stress is applied to the soil (Refs. 6, 7, 8). Factors such as -ixulus

mismatch, acoastic impedmnce mismtch, and arching will influence the readinfs

from an edbedded gage. Adequate correcticL- of these factors are usuall; 4ffi-

cult to apply. 4

.. . ... ..1



The X-ray technique used in the study of soil dynamics has not yet pro-

duced the expected results (!tf. 9). Repetition rate, duration, and intensity of

X rays have not been developed to a point where the informtion on a dynamic rec-

ord is adequate for analysis of the changes in the soil as a stress wave passes

through it. Minimizing the scattering of X rays in soil also requires extensive

investigation.

3. Review of Static Work.

In 19?9 Gerber (Ref. 3) used X rays to determine the overall displace-

ments in a soil sample when a failure load is applied. He was able to track 3-m

(millimter) lead pellets in sand loaded by a 3-inch steel plate. The thickness

of the sample was 8 inches, the maximum thickness that c..ld be effectively pene-

trated. The photographs were not clear enough to be reproduced, and some of the

pellets did not show aa the radiographs.

1he next ujor step in the use of the X-ray technique, with a continuous

source system, did not occur until 1949 when Davis and Woodward (Ref. 2) investi-

gated a two-dionsimal, footing-failure problem. Thei resits were very encour-

aging; density changes and incipient failure planes and patterns were easily seen

beneath the footing. Lead bird shot was placed in a mesh below the footing, and

displacements of the shot were measurable at depths of three footing widths.

A dense wedge which developed directly beneath the footing was also easily de-

tected. Their study employed direct exposure of 11- by 17-inch X-ray film, as

well as a fluorescenit screen placed behind the soil suple, and was photographed

with a 3S-au camera. INe soil samples were moderately well-coupacted sands, 3.0

to 4.5 inches thick. The latter dimension was the mxin thickness that could

be penetrated by their X-ray svstem.

In 1951 Serdan and Bernhard (Ref. 1) performd pilot studies on density

measure rnts by X rays. In essence they took pictures before and after compaction

of a soil sample. A granular beach sand and a cohesive silt were used; and the

samples %ere 3.11 inches thick. The X-my equipmt was a Westinghouse Industrial

Unit with a 1SO-kilovolt (kv) rating. The X-ray exposure--at 60 kv, 30 ma (milli-

aiperes), and a 48-inch focal length--wss 9 minutes and produced a readable X-ray

film placed behind the soil sample. The authors demostrated that the plot of

soil density versus X-ray print density follows a straight-line law of the form

*, 104.5 - 1.1 6p (1)

2



where - Li
D - soil density of the Hagerstown silt soil sample in percentage (100-percent

soil density represents the maximum compaction within the sanple which could be

obtained by tamping), and

p - photocell output from X-ray print in 0.1 microamperes.

The film densities were measured by using conventional densitometer techniques.

It was possible to plot isopycs (contours of equal density) throughout the sample.

Large density changes (10 to 15 percent) did occur. However, the minimm density

change that could be detected was not determined. They also embedded a pressure

cell in the soil which was then compacted. The decreased density in an area below

the cell was obvious from the radiographs.

tdre recently Roscoe et al. (CRef. 4) used a continuous X-ray technique

to determine strains in sand. This study was conducted in a odel earth-pressure

apparatus (Ref. 5) to determine the state of stress and strain behind a vertical

wall structure as the structure was rotated from the surface into the soil mass.

The apparatus had glass walls 6 inches apart, and X-ray film was placed in a

cassette directly behind the sample. The equipmnt was a continuus industrial-

type Willer M. G. 150 X-ray mchine with a maximn rating of 8 m at 150 kv with

a 1.5-m focal spot. The sand was used in a dense state (void ratio, e - 0.SS),
and adequate pictures were obtained with a source current of 8 m at 130 kv and

an exposure time of 4 minutes. Displacments of lead shot, 2.S me in diameter
and pla-d in a fine mash behind the wall structure, were tracked with satisfac-

tory results. Shear planes and planes of incipient failure could be detected from

the dilatancy which took place on these planes.

Arthur et al. (Ref. 5) were interested in studying plae-strain problem
which required that the apparatus walls be rigid, have a low coefficient of fric-

tion, and be transparent to X rays. Designing walls with these characteristics

is difficult when the X-ray flux and e2Tosure time are limited, as in a dyn4mic

situation. However, the information presented in References 4 Ad S prove rather
convincingly that for static work in soil the X-ray tduique is a wry useful

mans of instrumentation.

rA
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SECION II

TEONIQUES IN SOIL MNICS

The mjor difference between X-ray studies in static and dynamic soil tests

is the amowt of time available during the test to pass sufficient X rays through

the sp1 to adequately expose the recording film.

When the tests --e dynamic, two types of available X-ray mchines my be used.

The first has a multiple flash X-ray source with . pulse width of usually less

than 1 mcrosecmd (Psec). The duratim of the pulse is short enough to essen-

tially stop the motion in a soil sample loaded dynamically. The number of pictures

or frm rate per second (Ifr/sec) and the ti.,', lapse betwec , pictures depend on the

nuber of voltage pulses applied to the X-ray tube, or the pulse-repetition fre-

quency (prf). The pictures are recorded with a high-speed motion picture camera

after the sh&awgrTaph from the transmitted X rays has been trasformd and con-

verted to visible light through an X-ray image intensifier. The transmitted X rays __

can be used to expose X-ray film directly without an image intensifier and a high-

speed mtion picture camera. If the film is held staticnary, the record is in ,e

form of a series of mltiple exposures on one frame. The film on a drum can be

rotated at a convenient rate to provide multiple frames with a single exposure.

The time history in all cases is provided by the pulse-repetition frequen'cy.

11 second machine has a constant-potential X-ray source which proAiceS a con-

tinuous flow of X rays through the soil sample. By rotating a drum 'ith the filM

on it, a streak photograph of buried objects my be obtained. The deviation of

this streak from its original path is directly related to the displacemcnt of the

object in the soil. Since the drum velocity provides the time base for this rec-

ord, the slope of the streak is directly related to the object velocity.

The use of radioactive pellets (ga-ray emitters) erbedded in soil has also

been given som attention (Refs. 9, 10). In most cases detection of the owtion of

the radioactive pellet is the mens of obtaining inforttion. However, it may be

possible to use the irradiating flux from a particularly radioactive isotope in

the sm- maner as the flux from X-ray machines is uswd. This technique would

mintain the whole-field characteristics of X rays and Nrmit the use of thick

soil samles if the radioactive isotope were buried in the soil sample behind the

lead pellets (Fig. 1) The radioactive isotope mst be placed so tMt it does

not affect the accurate measurew t of the displacement of lead pellets duruin a

4



dynamic soil test. The intensity of the gamm-ray flux is increased in this tech-

nique by greatly reducing geometric attenuation (Fig, 1).

Some pronounced differences between the pulsed X-ray source and the gama-ray

source require investigation. For eyanple, the radiation quality and intensity of

a radioactive source are determined by the amunt and nature of the emitter, and

they cannot be changed with the sam ease as an X-ray system. The gam rays from

cobalt 60 lCo6 0) have relatively great penetrating power and can be used to radio-

graph sections of 8-inch thick steel (or 24 inches of a-ludrnum). Such penetrations

require long-time exposures. The radioactive pollets are essentially isotropic

point-source radiators, and about one-hundredth of the radiated flux can be uti-

Lized. Further studies are necessary to determine the gaau-ray intensity versus

exposure times required for dynamic soil measoareits. The spect-al energy dis-

tribution of Co" ° , for example, is comsiderably different than for a l-?'ev (uillion-

electron volt) X.- ray machine. The X rays are giver off in a comtinum of energies

from 1 Wv to 0, and the ganma rays are emitted as two spectral lines with energies

of 1.3 and 1.2 Hey.

Preliminary investigation of the technique presented in Figure 1 indicates

its mjor problems, which overshadow its advantages: (1) develaping a simple

method for obtaining frames of data from the continuous gama-ray source, (2) over-

coming hazards of handling and positioning radioactive isotopes, and (3) obtaining

sufficient gSama rays from the amt of radioactive material which can be placed

in the soil without changing its characteristics.

Since there has been very little research on application of radioactive pel-

let% to soil measurewnts, new designs and techniques will have to be tested. It

is likely that developmnt pf an adequate measurement system would requirn from

rNo to three years.

& "tdded radioct.ve isotopes my be used in two other ways which are not,

howmer, whole-field tedhniquet. The first is simply to embed the isotope in the

soil bin and detect its wtion with scintillating crystal detectors (Ref. 9).

.he resolution capabilities of this first technique raise a seriou question.

For example, will it be possible to reduce the field of view of the scintillating

detectors to premnt crss detection by shielding so that displacemets of less

tha S 'i s (.lliincho-s) can be resolved? k-tually, displacements as small as 1

mil will need to be resolved for evaluation tests of such a soil nasur-ment

syst,!m

S
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The second Rpproach is to apply the Mbssbauer effect, which is a resonance

absorption of gamma rays where both the emitting and absorbing nuclei of isotopes

are prevented from recoiling. Nbssbauer demonstrated that the technique gave in-

teresting Ippler effects when the source and absorber were in relative motion

(Ref. 11). Further study of the Doppler effects indicate the possibility of the

emitter being buried in a soil sample while the absorber is held stationary with

detection equipment outside of the sample. The result would be an accurate time

record of the motion of the emitter embedded in the soil.

The main advantage (which requires experimental verification) of the use of

embedded radioactive isotopes is the accuracy of the motion measurements that could

be made without harmful disturbance of the soil. The disadvantage is that both

techniques are a point-by-point detecting system and may require crowding several

scintillators around a soil sample to gather sufficient information. These tech-

niques might be applied successfully in tests when two or three motion masuremnts

are required in severe shock-temperature environmnts where displace=nt, velocity,

or acceleration gages do not work.

In selection of an X-ray system some priorities based on penetrability, prac-

ticabi lity, and availability have developed. After discussion with exr.rts in the

applicaticmi of X rays to nondestructive testing and fields closely aisociated with

soil dynamics, priorities in the following or'r are suggested:

1. Rdtiple flash, field-emission-type X-ray system. (This selection is
based on availability and capability of penetrating 8 inches oi Ottawa sand. For

greater soil penetration, the Betatron or the linear accelerator should be

investigated.)

2. Embedded radioactive isotopes used with scintillatinm crystal detectors,

(Considerable developmental work and experimentation are required before a usable

system would b'. available for dynamic soil Ywasurements; however, the feasibility

of such a system has been demnstrated for other applications with similar strin-

gent requireuents.)

3. Fm&dded radioactive isotopes in an arrangement to otintain the whole-

field characteristics of X rays, or th'o application of the Mossbaier effect.

Mlhe 31tiple-flash, field-emission-type X-ray system, with demnstrated capabil-
ity in dynamic soil metsunts, is a recent developent (1965). At the begin-
ning of this study (1963), the sltipleflash X-ray system using a hot cathode
type X-rr tube was the only available system.



(Both techniques require extensive development before a workable system would

be available.)

Certain areas of research in soil dynamics are particularly suited to experi-

ment with Y-ray techniques, because displacements, density charges, and formation

of shear or ruture planes as a function of time are important characteristics;

and the formtin of shear or rpture plaes usually cannot be obtained conve-

niently with other techniques.

The changes in the fie field as a stress wave passes through a soil sample

my be studied with X rays. The motion of small lead pellets which appear opaque

to X rays when e bed in soil samples 3 to 8 inches thick my be tracked on film

with on appropriate tim marker. However, information derived from X-ray records

is limited by the effects of boundaries on samples only 3 to 8 inches thick, and

boudary effects are serious when simalation of one-dimensional behavior at great

depths is attempted. DIsplacemnt gages have been developed recently (Ref. 6)

which are reliable for free-field measurements. By using gages in progressively

larger saples, the effects of sample thickness my be detected. Consequently,

frea-Aeld information derived from X-ray records is expected to be somewhat

limited,

Laboratory experiments on Direct xploesion Coupling, C atering, wmd Under-

qround E.Vlosion Cavities (Ref. 12" can be onitored using high-speed X-ray tech-
niques. The X-ray recors Ll n rovide information on the development of cavities,

propagation of fractures in brittle materials, and the mechanism associated with

cratering. Dhe experiments are restricted by boundary conditions imosed by sam-

pie thickness limited by 3 to 8 inches. The type of information obtained in

experiments with X rays, however, camnot he as copletely obtained with other

teduiques.

The greatest advantage of the X-ray technique is found in experiments where

interaction b~tween the soil and a structure takes place. It is nearly impossible

to adequately instrument such experiments with gages on the structure and in the

soil so as to define the interaction.

Burled viodels taken to failure or subjected to large deformation are well

suited to the X-ray technique. It should be possible to mitor with X rays the

collapse and deformtion mechsms of - ned and unlined tunels of various shapes

mIK rhe resulting soil deformation. Mbdel footings taken to failure dyrnicalll,

dev:op displacevets and failures in the soil that are easily dete table by X ray.

,, i ,, ., . .- .. ..... _ . ..



In such cases the large motions that occu,- as a result of the loading event pro-

vide ideal conditions for the X-ray technique to produce informutio, not normally

ivailable. The model footing is distinct from the surrounding soil, and its

motions are generally visible. Failure planes and large pellet motions in the

soil are also easy to detect with X rays.

Recently, interest has grown in the mechanics of projectile -,netration into

soil. This interest stems mainly from the desire to increase the coupiing effi-

ciency of ituclear weapons as well as to gather information and data for design of

invulnerable (protective) structures below ground. A model projectile will provide

a high contrast to the surrounding soil on a radiograph. Cnsequertly, it is

feasible to track the path of a model pro.jectile and the soil changes as it pene-

trates various types of soil. Characteristics such as impact velocity, impact

angle of incidence, soil properties, and projectile shape can be easily varied in

laboratory tests; and the effects on projectile performance can be monitored with

X rays.

n important feature in any laboratory test on large sanples of soil is the

effect of soil-container boundary conditions. Recording by X ray the motions near

boundaries can be particularly effective since ast soil-placed gages are unreli-
able near boundaries.

Great effort has been expended recently to develop soil-placed gages for dy-
namic use. Berdan and Bernhard (Ref. 1) showed that placemnt irobleu of buried

pressure cells could be studied -with X rays. The placement and response of gages

used in soil dynanics are particularly important, and the develoiwnt of an eval-

uation techmique using X rays would be very wonhwhile. The evaluation technique

should be designed to assess the influence of the gage on the surrounding soil

and to distinguish between the motions of the gage and the soil if the age were

not there.

9
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SECrTGN III

FLASH X-RAY TEOW"~JS IN'SOIL UM~MICS

M=e flash X-ray studies in soil dynanics were first casidered by CERU

in 1963t it was difficult to provide comreliasive specifications for the test

apparatus. The difficulty aroe because great penetrating pomr was needed in

very short time to record informaticn. Proved flesh X-ray 5cuipmwo- to provide

this peastrating power in shcrt bursts "~ not available, and some development was

needed. Technology in flash X~ rays has advanced rapi-Ily in the past two years,

and studies at CMR indicate that specially prepared soil samples and buried test

db-lcts omi be studied muer dynaL.1c conditions with flash X-ray equipment. The

experience at CERP has been with a high- capability, single-se-ure, aultiple-fiash

X-ray system which is highly versatile, due to mo udular-type coastructicii, and

easy to operate.

1. Time.

In dynamic events the tim factor associated with 3ensing instnzments

mumn several things. Spez:ifically, with a ultiple-flash X-ray system, on~e is

.oncerned with the duaration of the X-ray pulse, the puls-repetition rate, and the

to*74 tim span a -r whiich X-ray. pulses can be produced. ThIle pualse duration wiist
be short enough so that a still picture of the: soil swple' c.an be taken ('Without

obje-ctionabl.e blurring) w~hile & shock wave is traveling thmgh -he soil at high

yelcmcties, i.e,, 800 to 2,500 feet per second (fps. Today X-ruy technoL)V> Can

easily prouce ptulse widths ifrom18 ianoseawcis (nsec) to 2 sc

The imst import-ant mequirtmt of a f-1ash X-ray sys tem for use in dynriz.ic

soil tests is the genrition of flash X ,rv of high inteivity. This, radiat.

intmisity or flux ewn.ating fiM a!"~t a point sm=-e is s"!Ject to g-mtric

attenuation~ as the X MaY% diverv, fro the" %Vrc. In addiii to , matic atten-

uation, the X rays are saso stbject to sevare *tte,2xtion fto~ mws )&rpti of

ri-,iiation as they penotrote the'-soil swVs1-e. 'The geomtric atteutatim follos a

sii~rle inverse square law i iu m n orbing hian iws uvdium

dl
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where

1, 12 radiation intensity at two points along the axis of divernce from

the point source, and

dj, d - distant-es of two points along the axis of divergence from the point

source.

To obtain a shadwgraph of that portion of the soil bin (approximtely

a 9-inch-diamter field of view) cmtaining the embedded pellets, the X-ray source

was med4 abia 18 inches frce the front of the soil bin. The intensity was thus

inited by the rWqifeent for the field of view. By moving the X-ray source half

way i n, the intensityi is increased -A the field of view was decreased, eezh by

a factor of 4.

nhn mass absorption was wore severe sincv it is an exponential decay func-

don Which depeis on the mss-absorption coefficient and thickness of the mte-

rial. TIe follwing examle of the mss absorption of a 6-inch, dense sanple

of 20-30 Ottawa sand (standarfi testing mterial, will delireate the probieus in

prodixing sufficiently intense X rays of short-pulse widths.

In Ottga. send, a tmit weight of 11 pounds per cubic foot (pcf)--l.775

gram per culic centimter (gr/cmu)--represents a void ratio of 0.5. Ottawa sand

is nearly 100 percent silica in the form of quartz, and a sauple 6 inches thick

represonts 4 inches of solid quartz which mst be penetrated. The mass attenuation

of radiatiim fnllows the law

-[ C !o x t]
t (V ioC (3

t) - i4ti intmsity after beam has passed throum body,

Io( dJ ,*rA .i intoasity at frequency v incident to body,

S(v - s- orptin coefficient of body at frequmncy v

- ss sity of body, and

t euicknss of body to be penetrated.

Wn -abvSption coefficients for partiolar bodies cm be calculated by
Weisktin th ss-Absorptior coefficients of the elemts in the body. The weight

11lI
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factor is the atomic weight of the elemnt divided by the atomic weight of the mix-

tun imking up the body. In this example it is convenient to calculate an X-ray
intensity-reduction factor as

-ItMv -[U(C)/) x 'Otj

I*evalue of p()/o for SiO2 at 150 Kev (ldlo-ilectron volts) is nearly 0.14 cm2/gr
given by Bloedow (IPf. 9). nie density of quartz is 2.6S gr/cm3 .

it -C0.14 x 2.65)(4)(2.54)To
-3.77i "e

- 0.023

Thus, nearly 98 percent of the X-ray flux incident %m a 6-inch sample of dense

Ottawa sand is attenuated due to a mass absorption of the 3and. Five inches of

Ottawa sand would attenuate about 95 percent of the X -ays; and 4 inches would

attenuate about 92 percent.

Excluding the bsorption edges, the mas-absorption coefficil-.- qenrally

decreases as the X-vay energy in electron volts increases. High-potential X-ray

system will produce high-intensity X rays of short wavelengths which have high-
penetrating power. On the other hand, pictures taken with short-wavelength X rays

& not have high coAtrast like those taken with loin-wavelenguh X rays. Heno

high-penetrating power is gained at tht erpense of contrast.

3. Resolution.

Resolution in X-ray records limi-; the quantitative informtion to be

gatheed. By using specially prepared soil samples and test objects, valuable

information about lynamic behavior can be collected even if investigation is

limited to large displacemnts. The mini== peuk-particle displacemets that might

be effectively studied with X rMs are displacewnts of 0.15 to 1.Z5 inch (or 150

to 2S0 ails). To determine the mnimm detectable displacemet, it will be assumed

for pur -se of calculation that the peak-particle displacment decays linearly

in 10 milliseconds (mnse). It seem valid to require that a wasurable change in

displaceivnet be recorded at least every 1 aec, This mans that particle

12



displacements Ietwen pulses should be resolvable to at least 33 perce-t in the

interval (about 5 to 8 ils) so that the 1S- to 25-ail change in displacement can

be readily measured.

The minimn size of the load pellets to be tracld should be 4 m (158

mils) in diameter. This is slightly more than three times the madiu grain size
of the Ottawa sand used in experimental work. No objectionable effects should

result from this size pellet since the dimnsion in the direction of load applica-

tion is quite small with respect to the length of the loading pulse. Bloedow
(Ref. 9) showed (from a one-dimensional waw-propagatica analysis) that the motim

of the pellet becomes that of the surrounding soil very rapidly. Actually the

effect of the pellet is less than indicated froa one-dimensional theory since prop-

agations and reflections occur in three dimnsims in the pellet.

4. Field of View.

The size of the field of view is dictated by the particular experiment.

It is important to keep the field of view to a minian to better control the vari-

ous kinds of geometric distortion and scatter for higher radiographic sensitivity.

In the experits with aodel footings, lined and unlined cavities, explosion cra-

tering, and instruintation evaluation (mentioned in Sec. II)., the field of view

cannot be reduced below cert-in inims. For example, in the = edal

failure of model footing% resting on sand, a footing 1 inch wide will fail in a

different mmer than a footing 4 inches wide. It is also apparent that the fail-

ure mode of buried cylinders can change drastically for the saw diameter-to-

thickness ratio if the dimensions of the cylinder are very small. Many of the

gages in dynamic soil testing have a mxi dimension that ranges from 1 to 8

inches. The area of interest above model structures, for which arching studies

have been made, is nearly 8 square inches. Consequently, a very large field of

view is desirable; any hing smller than 8 inches in dianeter could seriously ham-

per the scope of studies in soil dy .is and soil-structure interation.

1he field of view ant not be distorted dimesionally beycotd correction.

In fact, any disenional distortion makes data acquisition somewhat inconvenient.

In particular tests where density changes and failure planes are of primary inter-

est, the field of view should mikniain a nearly uniform intensity (brightness or

film densi ty). Where inge intensifiers are used, the inherent vignettlng (Fig. 2)

is very noticeable, end s3teps my be taken to optically reverse this effect to

obtan a nearly miforu backgoxd intensity.

13
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5. Material Properties.

It is desirable to study vartis soils from dry sand to wet clay, with

grain sizes from 0.6 to 1.2 - and 0.0002 to 0.002 m, respectively, and with

mineral contents from quartz to kaolinite clay. The d)yadc response of soil is

generally attributed to the =stitutive relationships ezhibited by a particular

soil. A dense, uniformly graded sand my exhibit a ome-dimensimal secant wxdilus

of 40,000 psi at a stress level of 100 psi, while a soft clay could easily have a

mxdulus of 4,000 psi. The density of the sand ray be as high as 120 pcf, ad that

of the clay as low as 80 pcf. In a dynamic soil test mi a coluu of soil 3 feet

high the surface will displace 0.1 inch if the mterial is dense sand, and 1 inch

if the mterial is soft clay. The stress wave velcsities at 100 psi in dense sand

and soft clay will be about 1,300 fps for the sand, and 500 fps for the clW; and

typical .eak-particle velocities will range from 2.5 fps for the sand to 12.5 fps

for the clay. Thus, depending an the capabilities of the X-ray equipment, a wide

variety of soil types can be studied. If the resolution and penetration factors

of the X-ray system are low and if adequate X-ray penetration is to occur, the

selected soil must be the softer, less dense material, or a thinner sauple has to

be used.

6. Boundary Conditions.

The boundary conditions of concern are those at the soil-cotainer walls.
The walls crente a friction effect in t1o soil which carries shear stresses nor-

mally carried by the soil. The stresse developed at the wall are tranumitted to

the soil and influence the soil response. The extent of this influence depends on
the mgnitude of the stresses developed at the btlidary.. The walls VKst be nearly

rigid (and mintain a high transparm .y to X rays) to ainiWie the nfluenceoof
three-dimensional deformations occurring in test., to sie te ove-dimensimul and

two-dimnsional behavior.

In studies of two-dinensimui behavior, it is necessary to eliminate or

evaluate t6e influence of the boundary perpendicalar to the third dimension--saple
thickness. If the third dimnsion is s=l in coarison to the tw diimsions

being studied, it will influence the two-diensional response. Thus it is neces-

sary to keep the thickness of the soil sample above a minm -alue. What that
minim=r value is, will depend on the eiperimts; however, a seple thickness of
less than S inches in some interactim studies my pihibit free-field ex*eriats.
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SccMiON IV

RESULS OF EXFERhBMT WITH FLASH X-RAY SYSTEM4

1. Zeith ttipge Flash X-PMa System.

Th. pilot tests with the Zenith Radio Research Corporation Model 1464

Wztiple Flash X-Ray System were concerned with how well particular areas of soil

dyvucs and soilstrture interaction could be studied by multiple-flash X rays.

Ite tests were hapered by frequent inlfmctiai of the X-ray equipment. A great

4eal of operating time was spent in diagostic testing to determine the causes of

equipment failure. :sently. a research program in soil dynamics has not been

cempleted, but sowe insift into the possibilitie of the X-ray tedrique has been

gined. 11* Zenith ej -m i,'t was developed for sperific needs of CNF and has
been used statically (for calibration purposes) and dynamically with sand and silt

in rectangular cross-sectional containers. The dynamic inputs were developed with

sock Naves frai a 45-foot vertical shock tube and with hydraulic rams. Figure 3

shows a typical test a r gement.

Figure 4 -shows a scheutic of the Zenith M-del 1464 Multiple Flash X-ray

Syiteu as U.'td in a typicai test arrangement. The sultiple-flash X-ray system

Ce"Wrates a. seres of eight 1-usec pulses with a pulse-to-pulse tine separation

of I,OW0 isec. As the pulse-repetition frequency is lowered, the nuaber of pulses

per sequence increases. The high pulse-repetition frquency is possible for only

a limited number of X-ray pulses because of the low rate of heat dissipation by

the anode of the X-ray -4be.

th specifications for the ultiple-flash X-ray system are as follows:

X-ray tube ac~elerating voltage ....... 50 to 150 kilovolts (kv) continu-
ously adjustable

X-ray tube current .................... 120 mperes (a.) at 100 kv

Pulse-power audam ........... .. 18 m uatts
Pulse energy .......................... 18 jiles

X-ray pulse width .................. 1 usec
X-ray pulse shape.............. squame

X-ray pulse rate ...................... 1 to 1,000 pulses per second (pps)
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Number of pulses in one sequence:

Pulse rate, Hdmun number,
Pps pulses

1,000 8
800 8
600 10
500 20
400 40
100 8
30 Continuous

Cone of radiation .................. 20 degrees

Effective target spot size of 1-
by 2-m nominal X-ray beam*

Penetration ....................... 1 milliroentgen (mr) per Usec at 1
meter for 150 kv

Input power ...................... 208-220 volts, 60 cycles per second
(cps), 3 phase, 150 a. during X-ray
generation, 20 a. in ready condition

a. Advantages.

The advantages of the Zenith Model 1464 Multiple Flash X-Ray System

over conventional X-ray system in medical and industrial laboratories are

(1) 7he Zenith has stop-metion capability for transient events.

(For exaple, a radiograph of a shock-wave front having a velocity of 3,000 fps

is sueared out 36 mils by a l-sec X-ray pulse. A soil set in motion with a ve-

locity of 100 fps by the shock wave has the radiograph of the motion smeared 1.2

mils bf the 1-Psec X-ray pulse.

(2) The Zenith providc. q sequence of 8 pulses at the high pulse-

repetition frequency of 1,000 pulses per second--actually a sapling rate--uhich

allows resolving up to SOO cps, based on the samPling theorem of the spectnm of
a pressure, displacement, velocity, or acceleration record. (The high-trequency

components in a shock wave are well in excess of S00 cps and req ,ire a au:h higher
saxpling rate.)

The electron beam sweeps -ver the tungsten target with a mxium exursion of S
m fro target center. 1he 1- by 2-m spot size permits X rays of subjects as
close as 50 me from the source without discernible loss of resolution.

19
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(3) The Zenith has an 8-inch image-intensifier tube which converts

X rays to electrons at the input screen and then converts the electrons to visible

light at the output screen. The tube provides a gain of 3,000, thus the X-ray

osage cm be lowered considerably. The information transformed to the visible

region cm then be coupled to i motion picture camera by optical meth&ds. Being

able to lomer the X-ray-accelerating voltage, the image intensifier permits longer

X-ray wavlengths to be generated and ellows imprving the contrast, particularly

when the X-ray wavelength can be set at the radiation absorption edge of amatenial.

(4) ft Zenith has a pulse-synchronization method that is initiated

by a rotating disk, part of the cawra assembly, thus providing a stable reference

for triggering the X-ray tube.

(5) The Zenith X-ray tube costs about $5,000, and its life, accord-

ing to the iufacturer's specifications, is approximately 106 pulses.

(6) he Zenith image intensifier allows the use of high-speed cameras

for photographing pulse-by-pulse information over the sawe, or a fixed, field of

view on 16- or 3S-m high-speed, high-contrast film which is readily available.

b. Disadvmntages.

(1) The Zenith's upper pulse-repetition frequencv of 1,000 pps is

inadequate for recording the interaction of the leading edge of a fast-rising

stess wave with a small pellet (4-rnm diameter). (For example, an X-ray system

generating 105 pps could provide two radiographs as the shock wave passes over

thm. pellet.)

(2) The Zenith image intensifier (1auland Corp. Model RA-R-6167)

has considerable spherical distortion and vignetting. (T s can be mre than ade-

quately corrected by using one of the new tube designs.)

(3) Even with the image intensifier the output is inadequate to

sufficiently expose the film when 4 inches of sand has to be penetrated.

(4) The Zenith haw too many variables in its X-ray system to provide

eas i of operation; for exatple, in X-ray dose, imge-tube performance, camera

syn-,hronizatlon, film eVosure (between speeds), :ocus, and development control.

(Sw of thte variables, however, are also probably inherent in other X- ray sys-

tem of sxiilar desir.)

(5) The Zenith is limited in resolution by the iM&£z intensifier and

the optical system. The resolution at the output of the calcium tungstate surface
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(Fig. 4) is around i line pairs per ntiimtcr (Lp/); at the output of the lens

system it is about 1.5 tp/m. Exposing the film directly with X rays increases

the resolution where the extent of this increase is a function of (a) the distance

of the object from the film, (b) the granularity of the film, (c) the X-ray target

size, and (d) the density and scattering of the free-field medium.

2. Experimntal Results with Zenith System.

a. Pertinent Characteristics of Equipment.

The Zenith Multiple Flash X-Ray System presented several problem that

hampered any attempt at exact quantitative interpretation of the data. The X-ray

intensity fluctuated sporadically from pulse to pulse in one sequence and showed

up as density changes om the film or as an apparent density change in the soil

sample. This is not serious unless the apparent density is confdsed with a & n-

sity change caused by the shock wave. When the cauz Js nat evident from the rec-

ord, very little reliable informaticn can be obtained about density.

The intensity of the X-ray beam in sir at 1 meter from the source

anode was 1 milliroentgen (mr). This flux was masured several times with accurate

Landsverk dosimeters. The dosage from several pulses, as well as samples of 1

pulse at various times, was recorded. Occasionally, the dosimeter readings indi-

cated less thar. 1 mr per pulse because of pulse fluctuation.

As the X-ray tube ages, an impedance mismatch betmen the drivr

transformer and the tube develops. As a result a reflected pulse from the anode

travels back through the syste because of change in the charac-teristic ixpedance

of the tube. The reflected pulse at times recorded as high as 25 kv ad is a

possible source of equipnent failure.

The image intensifier is 8 inches in diameter at the pickup screen.

The image is intensified 3,000 times and foosed an a screen about 3.5 inches in

diameter. Inherent vignetting and dimension distortion (pin cushioning) are found

in the older designs of electrically focused intensifier tubes. Th extent to

which vignetting and distortion occurred is shown in Figure 2. 7hw decay of

brightness along the radius shown in Figure 5 is mre than 40 percent at the edge

of the screen. These data indicate the middle four inches of the image intensifier

are best suited for recording.

b. Procedure.

Experimentation with the equipment was necessary to determine the most

efficient r'ncedure to procure the best data from rectangular soil samples loaded
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dynamically. Positioning the X-ray source at 24 to 28 Lches from the image in-

tensifier proved a good compromise and yielded a reasonab]y sharp shadow of the

image, provided a maximum field of view, and kept spatial attenuation of intensity

to a mirnn.

Clear Plexiglas supported by steel braces proved suitable for the

soil-container walls. Other mterials tested were laminated wood and aluminum.

Wood was eliminated after a few tests because of tta large lateral deflections ex-

perienced at high pressures (100 psi), its nonuniform density, and its low strength.

Aluminum walls, as thin as 0.25 inch, scattered and attenuated the X-ray beam quite

3 verely, thus aluminum was eliminated. The Plexiglas offered the advantages of

low X-ray absorption, transparency to light, uniform density, a relatively high

mdulus of deformtion, and adequate strength when supported by steel braces spaced

sufficiently far apart to maintain a mxims U _ld of view.

The scattering of X rays in the soil and by the lateral walls of the

container was quite high. This decreased the contrast between the soil and the

leai pellets becuse the scattered X rays produced a fog&Y background on the film.

Scattered X rays behave as numrous X-ray sources and cast shadows of the sand and

the pellets from numerous directions onto the X-ray fils. By placing a lead sheet

in front of the soil saple with a window cut o the size of the field of view,

the scatter was greatly reduced (Fig. 4). In essence this technique allowxl X rays

to pass into the soil only at the aiea of interest. The scatter was reduced fur-

ther by using microline X-ray grids built by Liebel-Flarsheim Company of Cincinnati,

Chio. The grids are designed with fine strips of lead .(60 to IS0 strips per inch)

to clean the scattered X rays out of the flux which has penetrated a test specimen.

They are usually limited to specific ioca.'. lengths and must be chosen to mtch the

scurce-to-image distance. 'ine most successful standard size had a ratio of six

to one (line thickness to width) with 60 lines per inch,. The span of focal dis-

tances in the grid,-s was 26 to 44 inches.

lhe definition of th edges of the lead pellets was very poor due to

their spherical geomtry. Lead obes (0.1875 inch) were used in place of spheri-

cal pellets with mich rare success. Rctangular bars (0.1875 inch square, O.SO
inch long) were also used with the long dimension placed along the path of the

X rays. These bars, as expected, were more easily defined than the cubes; however,

lead cubes and rectangular bars are difficult to place so that the edges are par-

allel to the X-ray beam, and any rotation of the pellets will distort the shadow-

graph and could easily be interpreted as translation.
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C. Pilot Tests.

Pilot tests were performed to assess the utility of the multiple-

flash X-ray s~ten in tracking the notions of lead pellets and buried objects, and

in detecting density chwges in the snil. The first tests determined the quality
of pictures that could be obtained through various thicknesses o.L soil. A 6-me-I'

sample of dome Ottawa sand attenuted the X rays and no pictures could be ob-

tained. Henc., a theoretical attenuation of 98 percent (Sec. III) of themxiu
X-ray intensity from the Zenith Flash X-Ray System is sufficient to prevent any
data acquisition with present techniques. In 6 inches of loose Ottawa sand suffi-
cient X rays passed through the sample to actuate the image intensifier (Fig. 6).

Althogh flmepo he evdeti isvere vien in ten miuobden Ottaw sandth

As pre cter yE. (4)tan ection Vtehqe hoorsi roed enaigy

in dsape esteend thickelses anrdeceaed siernce frme. ntnsiderl on e e-a
tails othen urecd lke theegre ~d sshw ad hes chied gav te

cester ectadS-indr thick samploe oads ill bee Outte large and the 4-tctin

saeof loose gvmsill T eti s ~ore evisn in th eimdense Otw sande.Tels fte
teale whes igrey scattfe. Dareut arel ft tehqes -oayscter in ensil

ethe rsolution ap ite o ftca co rte andg ins ife ovring X raysai s torchns

in disancebten testpelwes per fxed wit 4-ic thikrae Codral loose de-l

tai wa lstre records lie the1epulse (afrodan the echniaue X-ave syse-)

diretoly o X-ra es ft5ils. iaaetepcdhInd thmpeso boose wsilto the dsoilace-
metsneeted cusides hihexpie lod 0.wiinhlea ber qie large, sand anedete.1io-
inc tick loemdetu inilt.bea iporan 7ahs tene raeslos of hs-et.Te-

til egiue is isragnifiey 1pret largey han ath ize -~ sctei the sila

effect FrAnthee dtat ias perevdt th rsin detkamlendfs of vsie;

ca l ei~oe ydirectl aeodn n X-ray film. For ayi sastepae ein h akwlfthesi ther-

are problems in film transportation and sensitivity. In this partictaar test the
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film was pm-expsed for I pulse to place the l.lm higher or the g"M curve (den- Kf
sity versus log-exposure curie) to gain greater sensitivity. The possibilities f
of this technique are d-manstratod in Section V whm c zothtr X-y (3100-ky) ma-
chine was used with an 18-nsec pulse width; and the soil, sepli, was a medium-derfse

Ottwa sand, 8 inches thick. lt is evident that the detail is an i provent over

the process of going through an image intensifier and photo phtng the comrted

light imp with 35-r film.

The sam conclusions can be dram fro Figure 8 depicting a st pped

wed ge recorded on film in tw different ways: (a) t. a picture is tam with a 35-

iu high-speed mtim picture cmra placed beh'AM the imp intensifier; (b) the

picture is taken directly by exposing a sheet of X-ray film. The line pairs become
obscured after the fourth set when the picture is taken through the image intensi-

fier. But when direct expostre is used, the line pairs are distinguisbable up to

the eleventh set. Density changes in the stepped-wedge section ave also clearer

in the direct-exposure record.

Three types of cylinders buried in soil were photographed fJrough the
wltiple-flash X-ray system. 1 cylinders were 4, Z, aid 0.62 inches in d!aumter

and all had nearly the sine wall thickness of 0.040 inch. Pellets were placed

around the 0.625- aid 2-inch-dimuter cylinders aid were loaded with a hvdraulic-

ram, piston hitting the surface of the soil. Figure 9 shows a time history of

the 0.625-inch cylinder loaded with a pulse that had a rise time of nearly 60 mec
and a long dll at the peak stress. The cylinder is in a layer of loose silt

about 1.25 inches deep with madum-dense silt above and belcv. It is evident after

close examination of the original record that tore deformtion omurred in Lhe

cylinder and that the soil density increased from the tim of incident load, re-

sultiins in less exposure of the film. Some indication of this is seen in the dif-

feence betoftn the first and last (twelfth) fram.

In Figure 10 the dvformtions are evident in the 2-inch cylinder

(only a small portion of the suroukdling soil is in the field of view). The 7-

inch cylinder is shown with no load and with full load. From these dat it is

reasamble to assume that using this ted qe qualitative infomtim cam be col-

lected when the deformations are large emnough to change the shape of a biuried ob-

ject. The 4-inch cylinder was loaded to failure and is shown in Figure 11 just

about 3 minutes before the load application and just after collapse.
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Phtgap fe (b) Direct exposureimag intensif ieronXryfl

Figure 8. Stepped-wedge photographs with multiple-flash X rays
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a~ lo'ad P.zak load 100 psi

Figurt 140. X-m-y record of ]-.in., di.u'Kter cylin~der liritcl in Ottawa sand
imii loaded dynxriic U ly



*No load Failure

Figure 11. X-ray record of 4-z liamet,r cytinder buried in Ottawa sard
and loadtzd to failiure
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3. nFeld bissias orpotio n!M0~ Liea IoavS.

The ield Eission Corporation has applied a technique for the gener-

stion of X rays which results in a maber of desirable features, The most sig-

nificant as (a) a very high repetition rate (106 pps, sometimes the frame rate

per secon, fr/sec, is givem) for a multiple X-ray source system; (b) 105 pps

with a single X-ray tube and multiple pulsers; and (c) a means of increrzng

the tim interval betwe pulses (from l-psec and lO-usec miniuja for the

multiple and single X-ray source .rstmis, respectively, to much longer time

intervals). This allows adjusting the pulse-repetition rate to fit a pulse

pressurm-time record as showm in Figure 12.

A schematic is sham in Figure 13 of an existing Field Emission Corpora-

tion high-speed cineradiographic system (Fxitron. Model 735-3-C-235) with a

single-tube output. Fexitrmu is a trade name for the field-emission X-ray

device. The pulse and the tube nabers apply to a 150-kv system; however, the

appropriate pulser and X-ray tube are required to withstand much hiaher po-

tentials. The equipment eMloys a passive-energy storage unit for each pulse

or frae (i.e., a pulser). Associated with each storage unit is a delayed-

trigger aplifier and an isolating diode. All pulsers are therefore connected

to the X-ray tube by their isolating diode (Model 546 Diode Rectifier).

Th system is operated by charging all pulsers with the Model 314

High-Voltage D.C. Power &Vply. The time delay from time zero (t 0 ) at which

each pulser is sequenced to fire is set into its associated delay generator.

With a firing trigger at to, all delays are initiated and the X-ray tube fires

as each delay elapses. With the single X-ray tube system any ruber of pulses,

along with any pulse-to-pulse time interval in excess of 10 usec, becomes possible

when more pulsers aid associated isolation diodes, as well as triggering units,

are added.
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Four 18-nsec wide, X-ray pulses generated at time shock-wave
front interacts with buried object; separation between each
X-ray pulse is 200 usec

For slow-decay region of shock wve, four
X-ray 18-nsec wide, X-ray pulses generated with
pulses, 5-msec intervals between pulses

Shock-wve pulse

Time

Figure 12. Application of X-ray systm with variable, pulse-. ,epetition frequency
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The specifications for the Field Emission Corporation High-Speed Cine-
radiographs are as follows (the general model numbers describe specific systems):

Basic system no.
/ No. of channels

/ / Cabinet-munted pulsers
/ / / Pulser model no.

/ / / / No. of X-ray tubes// / //
73S --------- n --------- C ------- 235 -------- m

Pulser Model Nos.: 235 233 265

X-ray tube accelerating
voltage, kv 150 300 600

Output current, a. 2,000 1,400 1,500
Output impedance, ohms 7S 215 400
Pulse width, usec 0.07 0.01 0.1

X-Ray Tube Model Nos.: 529 515 537

Peak power, megawatts 300 420 900
Joules per pulse 21 42 90
Source size, dianeter in mm 3.0 4.0 4.0
Dose rate a, tube surface, 8  8  0

roentgens/sec 1 x 10 1 x 10 6 x 10
Penetration, inches of

aluminmn (at 1 ft) (at 1 ft) (at 2.5 ft)
2.8 6.0 7.0

X-ray pulh shape ........... square

X-ray pulse-repetition
frequency .................... 106 pps (PYitiple tube), 105 pps (single tube)

Pulse intervals ............... each interval variable from 1 usec (mult.ple
tube), 10 psec (sirqle tube), to 1O0 insec

Cone of radiation .............. approximately 300 cone

Power requirements ............. 120 volts, 60 Cps, 75 watts continuous power
for each trigger amplifier; 2.-watt inter-
mittent power for Model 314, 30-k dc, S-ma
power supply

The advantages and disadvantages, based on a single-tube Fexitror. 300-
kv systen witl, an 18-nsec pulse width (Model 730-6-C-.7i1 with a Model 51SS X-ray

tube. 4xih was very recently released by Field Emission Corporation, are as

folIows
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a. Advantages.

(1) The Field Buission system is simple, easy to operate, and re-

liable.

(2) The Field Bission model has very high stop-motion capability

on transient events. (For example, a radiograph of a shock-wave front having a

velocity of 3,000 fps is Smeared out 0.65 ail by the 18-nsec pulse and 1.08 ails

by the 30-nsec pulse.) A soil set into motion with a velocity of 100 fps by the

shock wave has that motion smeared 0.02 mil by the 18-nsec pulse and 0.036 mil

by the 30-nsec pulse.

(3) The Field Emission single-tube X-ray model can generate X-ray

puises 18-nsec wide with any pulse separation from 10 Usec to 100 msec.

(4) The Field Emission model is able to increase the number of

pulses in a pulse sequence by adding pulser units. (The feasibility of a single-

tube X-ray system generating six X-ray pulses with the controllable repetition

rate has been demnstrated.)

(5) A Field Bission nulti-channel system incorporating more

than one X-ray tube and pulse is available. For example, a four-tube X-ray system

can provide 4 pulses with a megacycle-frame rate. This requires arranging the

X-ray tubes around the object to be radiographed or along the path of stress wave

propagation. The 300-kv system has adequate output to allow recording the soil

movement (Fig. 14) directly onto Kodak Royal Blue film. (This simplifies the

entire system considerably since the image intensifier and lens-coupling systems

are not required.) In addition, for the tests to be conducted, the application

of a higher voltage 600-kv system to soil experiments could remove the system

from a marginal region of operation.

(6) Field Bission has complete and reliable pulse synchronization.

(7) Field Bnission has a guaranteed X-ray-tube life of 150

pulses; however, the tubes have perfomed satisfactorily for as many as 600 pulses.

Approximate cost of one X-ray tube is $680 or $4.53 per guaranteed pulse.

(8) The Field Emission System requires no cooling.

(9) The Field Bnission System offers better resolution if the

film is placed directly behind the soil bin. The resolution is limited only by

tube spot size, source-object and object-film distance, and scattering by the soil.

(10) The Field Bission System has low-input power requirements.
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Figre 4.Direct-exposure X-ray record of six 0.1875-in, lead cubxes buried in
. in. of medim-dense Ottawa sand at various .ion alon the

thickness (1 pulse, 300-hr Field Ptnission Mwttel 735-3-C-235)
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(11) The Field Eission X-ray tube can be operated remotely up

to 60 feet frm the pulser and control panels by use of a coazial transmission

line. (This can be a decided advantage in soil experiments.)

b. Di!hnas.

(1) Without an image-intensifier tube, the Field Emission

Corporation System will require special equipment to move rapidly large sheets

of film (possibly ca a dna) past the object during the X-ray-pulse exposures

which are synchronized with the shock-wave transit throgh the soil bin. This

is particularly true if a large field of view is required.

(2) The Field Emission X-ray tube life is short; wv'er, this

is offset by the low cost of the system campar'xd to other systems.

(3) The spot-size diameter is 4 mm for the 300- and 600-k

systems as coared to 1 m for the lO5-k€ system, thus causing increed sidcw

unsharpness.

(4) The pulse-forming network is a Marx surge generator in

which the voltage has been shown to vary from pulse to pulse on other systems and

thus produce a generation of X rays having different, principal wavelengths.

HiDever, it has been stated by the manufacturer that the X-ray fluctuation fro.

puise to pulse is under 2.3 percent for the Field Rmission System and thas poses

no problem. In addition, tha X-ray-tube voltage and impneance match between the

load (X-ray tube) and the coaxial transmission can be easily monitored by observing

the roltage waveform across a small-series resistor.

It is important to note that there are possibly other

disadvantages in the Field bmission Corporation System ai far as so.- testing is

concerned, but these can only be determined by laboratory tests. Since this

system was not available for evaluation at CERF, the bases for analysis are the

manufacturer's .pecifications And tie history of its performance.

4. Experimental Results with Field Emission Corporation X-Ra Systn.

Field 11, ,.xsion Corporation has very recently ccapieted and tested the

Model 251 Pulser which is used in conjunction with the 300-kv X-ray system. Tc

demonstrate the penetration capabilit) of this X-ray system for application to

soil studies at CERF, a rminber of tests were conducted at the Field Bmission

Laboratories at , innville, Oregon, using Ottawa sand ard 0.1875-inch lead cubes.
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In one of the tests a 300-kv, odel 5155, X-ray tube was placed 2 feet

from Kodak Royal Blue film (with industrial screens which utilize calcium tung-

state), and an 8-inch thick soil bin half filled with dry Ottawa sand and half
tith wet ('taw& sand (20-percent water by weight) was placed directly in front

of the film. In the sand in each half of the bin three lead cubes were posi-

tioned: one about an inch from the front of the bin, one in the middle of the

bin, and one about an inch in front of the film.

Figure 14 shows the reqults. The edge sharpness is excellent for the

cules nearest the film since very little X-ray spot-size or scattering distortion

is possible. This is contrasted with the detail associated with the rbes nearest

the X-ray source.

The ability of the X-ray system to "look 0trough" 8 inches of Ottawa

sand and still have enough energy to expose the film directly without image inten-

sification is of major importance. Close scrutiny of the original film shows a

definite difference in exposure due to the slight difference in densities between

the dry and wet sand,

The tests were completed in June 1965. The film clearly demonstrates

that the 300-kv systa is capable of providing the required X-ray intensity and

resolution for a large mnber of thf. soil experiments planned at CERF.

I.



SDCTION V

UM RASH X-RAY OQ WM STICSL, ALTE, AP

1. red Ch Qaracteristics.

bfro alternative approwaws are presented utilizing some combination

of X-ray tube d associated equipumit, it is necessary to identify and discuss

IM of the -eq mests in a pulse X-ray system for soil experi-4ents.

A mmber of controllable areas in a pulsed radigrap.ic system which

cm be altered to prrduce desired results are depicted in Figure 4. In CERF re-

search, rdiograpWh of dynmic tests in soil are required. A high-speed stop-
motion radiographic system (cineradiograph) capable of obtaining pictures of

shock-wv -indiced mtions of objects embedded in soils is required. The use-
fulness of the photographically recorded event is based on the following:

a. §to-M4tion CA iity.

lItre are two methods of stopping the motion of the event: (a) 'by

having very narrow X-ray pulse, less than 100 nsec; or (b) by having a continuous
X-ray souce and controlling the film-exposure time by some means of shuttering

(electronic or mechanical). The amount of maring is a function of how much

certain objects within the field of view have movd urirg the pulse-time or

exposure interval. For all practical shock-tube research an 18-nsec pulse causes

no discernible mesaring or overlap of the radiograph even for air shock.

bo Hih-Resolution' CB!ility.

To clarify high-resolut ion capability in radiographs for soil re-
search, it is me-essay/ to treat the resolution of the coonents of the X-ray
system, the soil medium, and the test model. (This usually incluces the structure

aid the soii in diih it is mbeded.)

Corn.ide,- the zones -hich can b,, rontrolled (designated as zones 1-8,

Fig. 4) Starting with zurzt- 1, 2, and 4--and, at first, assming the inter,ening

maii- tc be air--the its-olution is controlled by the X-ray target size, the obj('f.t

&dstaace, and the image ,4ane (either a phv tographic plane or the calcium t: ilstate

screen of the image intensifier). Figure 15 slowti the e6x,-,t of these rcsolutiar,

zones. Here, the geometry of the Field sission Corip-ratior n. the Zenith giltiple

Flash X-Ray systems is shown: (a) with the photographic film ; distance behind

the test object (s and (b) with tte imge-intensifier screen a distarce behind

the test )bJ,-ct (s7).
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Figure 15. Detail of '-dge of test object based on X-ray target spot size
and -;,ste,- g try



In Joal.ir with the geamtrtcal arranF nts no in Firure IS,

o cowters two effects which decrease the shadow edge arpness. These are

t, epet. ra (parly lighted shadows) aM diffraction ff6 ts; see Figure 16 nY1

*ich b is the distane to the first maxims. The penmur a degradation, unit , I
length (t), is glnm in the tige plane by the follorwing eqg "es'on:

d (4)

where s/t is dofit d as a ,mgnificatLim (or reduction) factor. This equation

clearly shs that the ws to make e rwwil are (a) by making the X-ray-tube

spot size as sail as possible, lagely by proper fouLsing of the electron beam;

(b) by pacing the test object net tohe fil., o: as ciose to the image-
intensifie: scree as possible; and (c) ' y re s ng thv X-ray smrce, tc infinity.

he a.diographic teXkvdAqx of .plaAng tkv test object retst to the

film is called mi niograp4 . This nwtadml provides r',,t'ol capabilities

for thin objects in the range of I ,M)tO £1p'tm. The wsoluton is primarily LIited

by the grain size of the film. Clearly, one canot tae a&Jvantage cK his reso-
lution for soil experments becausethe t-est obiect ce xan be laced in, c ont ct
with the film, and it is usually relatively long w4hen com"-ea to the legth of

the soil beibg penetrate- in ithe ,oii biao -or is there any object r-gnificatinn

with this technique tMless thze &wtion t (diatan.e from X-ray spot to tect ob-

jtCt) is less than s or s, (dostaiice of pfographic film a. i.taetintr reifier

screen behind test object, respatlvely). li the eest object could be pace in

contact with the film, tbere &ndd bc o diffrstton effects to i'rry about.

By r oving the test object fr the -il surfact, one gets into .

the realm -f shadow-projection microscopy, Nt ordy are pentmwbr effc-ts

encountrred ht diffraction effects as wel, By wking the diste i .arge.

the penimbra is rexxced as is the X-ray intensity. A flriae .:cff bhic qm2es neceis~-viv,

I making measurements in soils, the reseuaruh engineer is foc. tct u.se

projectien radiography since the test object canwt be p.iced rext to the urnM;

the object must be weill within the soil bLn to esape t he side-wall c tfccts

consequently, saie permabra and diffraction occur. Ike pu.onra c, n kept low

because of tLe reduction factor (s/i).

Probably the wst degrading r-gicn for il.ion is given orun

in Figure 4. This zone i,> the test o= ui¢.h can be filled wiO (Y.t4a :ar or
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clay. The swd cmes scattering of the X rays into the shadow of the object

tbich can tadly rtdce the resolution.

Not orly does the sand scatter the radiation boit also the soil con-

tain6r, the object radiographed, the film holders, and any object or material in

the path of the primry radiation beAm. The effect of scatter is to reduce the

contrast, detail, and clarity of the radiographed object. Lead foil, in intimate

contact with the film, absorbs tht white and scattersi radiation more than it

absorbs the primry radiation, thus reducing the bad effects of scattered radiation.

Venetian-blind-type filters or lmed screen meshes placed at the back of the soil

bin cm gn.tly ia.rove the resolution by attenuating the scattering which falls

into the test-object shadow. A lead mask which acts as an aperture, limiting the

volume of matter exposed to the primry radiation, is also effective in reducing

scattered radiation mad should be used.

A resolution figure of merit, probably tpi., is required for

differait soil media and filter combinations. The resolution of the input screen

on the image intensifier is usually about 2 tp/mi. maximu. This is two or more

orders of magnitude less than the resolution possible by the microradiograph

technique. The image int-sifier has, however, two very important advantages:

(a) the capbility of raising the intensity of the light level by a factor of more

than 2,000, and (b) the utilizatin of the weaker, high-contrasting X rays ilonger

wvelengths) generated by l*wr voltage systems.

Thirming out the calcium tungstate surface on the input of the

image inteasifier viuld reduce the scattering in this transfer medita and thus

improve the r.solu.ion considerably. This operation, however, becomes a major

developRnt in itself. (It can be done, however, with industrial film in the

cassette directly behind the soil bin.)

There is, a f-rther slight degradation in the resolution throughout

zones 6, 7. a-. 8, ard in the fluorescent screen, the coupILng-lens system, and

te cmaers, retul i; in an overall output resolution of about I.S tp/mm.

c, Cntra,, * Latitude, and Sensitivity.

To m-ake the, photographed film useful in the analysis of object

s tic: ir .oa~ ev ..ry teclnique must be used to ensure distinction between

l ,~e:-~iws n the blackening of the film. The information is sometimes

d.scci x i, tcr~s " tke ner of shades of gray on the film. Experiment has

t'cs:, -'hat the opti.um contrast is s - 0.7 to 0.9 where s = logl0 Io/It.



the luman eye can detect with certainty a mininun difference in grays between

Aidjacent areas of s - 0.02 (or approximately S-percent difference in intensities).

Aside from the photographed shadows, contrast is the difference in

density in a radiograph produced by a change in the thickness of the object or
its material content. For simple test objects, as shown in Figure 4, the length

of the object is maximun to ensure a high vqlue of s. However, where variations

in thickness or density which need to be ascertained are small, it is necessary

to resort to the longer waveleigth X rays, the selection of materilals whose absorp-

tion-edge wavelength can be matched by the source X ray, and high-conteast films.

Where it may prove advantageous to resort to long wavelength X rays, the use of

an X-ray tube of a different anode should be considered. It is important to note,

however, that the wavelengths of characteristic X rays do not vary continuously.

Both the Zenith Multiple Flash X-Ray and the Field Emission

Corporation X-Ray systems have lindted control ever the accelerating potential
and thus the generation of longer wavelength radiation. Their lowest operating

voltage levels still place the principal X rays in the hard X-ray spectrum.

Various films and techmiques have been developed to provide high contrast. For
example, where the range of radiographed intensities -s too wide to be recorded

by a single high-contrast film, the cassette can be loaded with two high-contrast

films of different speeds. The exposure is set so that the thick portions of the
test object are satisfactorily recorded on the faster film, and the thin portions

on the slower film. For detail, the film can be viewed separstely or superimposed.

Latitude is the extent of object thickness that can be reproduced

in the range cf densities encountered. If density variations in a soil mditin

do not meet the s value of 0.02, then there is little hope of getting readable
photographs. One of the tests planned for evaluation of a stress gage concerns

observation of gage-case motionr. The ho ude, however, may be inadequate to
evaluate certain dynamic characteristics of the gage due to shock-w4vre loading.

Sensitivity is a ccmbination of contrast and latitude.

d. Gain Capability.

The intensity-gain characteristic of an image intenmifier provides

certain advantages in a pulsed X-rat system. These advantages are being able
(a) to raise the intensity of the visible irage (transformed from the X ray to
a visible region) to a point where the film exposure cat be szt rainly by the

caera cotrols; (b) to use such low K-ray intensiti,:s t at the hazards of
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X ,ays to personnel are greatly reduced; and (c) to use the longer wavelength

X rays for improved contrast.

e. Motion Picture.

Through the applicition of an image intensifier, the X-ray shadow-

graph is transferred to a visible image. This application allows reducing the

image by optical methods so that the film can be exposed in a high-speed (16- or

3S-nm) camera. The camera car. film the pulse-by-pulse data from the X-ray unit;

thus no framing or film transport problems are encountered.

In using microradiography or shadowgraph microscopy with a pulsed

X-ray system having a sequence of 8 or more pulses with a time seyaration of

1 msec between pulses, the problems become severe when one tries to get 8 frames

by moving a large strip of film (possibly I x 12 feet) in the plane of zone 3 in

Figure 4. By limiting the area of interest to the shadowgraph of a single test

object in the soil bin, which can usually be contained in an area about 4 x 4

inches, a continuous film transport can be made in which the film size can be

reduced considerably. However, if a shadowgraph of the entire soil bin is re-

quired, one is again faced with the problem of moving large sheets of film

rapidly past the object or using an 4.nage .ntensifier in cotmbination trith a 16-

or 35-m camera.

oMst of the comments on subject contrast, film contrast, geometric

factors, and film-resolution factors are briefly summarized ir Fibure 17 in

conjunction with radiographic sensitivity (Ref. 10). Figure 17 shows the various

factors which influence radiographic sensitivity, A high-radiographic sensit'vity

would mean that one could inspect a radiograph and detect small inhomogeneitic s

or density variations.

Some rather significant advances have been made in imge intensifiers

which could be incorporated into X-ray systems and might possibly provide higher

contrast and resolution of test objects in soil. There are a number of ways in

which these improved image intensifiers could be applied.

Consider the application of the tandem arrangement of two irage inten-

sifiers in conjunction with the Zenith ?&tiple Flash X-Ray System as depicted
by Figure 18. Althouwh the following concepts have not been thorouhly a-nalyzed,

they are offered to show the potential improvements possible through use or"

these intensifiers.
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The gain of the tandem arrangement of tw-image intensifiers ranges

from approximately 4.5 x 106 to 7.5 x 107 (65-79 decibels). The resolution for

the Westinghouse 9-inch Dynascope, Model XS20-500/4-5 Image Intensifier is

approximately 2 Xp/mm. For the Radio Corporation of America unit., resolution

values are 10-17 ip/m. With such high, light-intensity gain, . X-ray intensity

at the input screen of the first image intensifier can be greatly reduced. For

example, the accelerating potential of the Zenith X-ray tube with certain

modifications might be reduced to considerably less than its 50-kv, minimum-

operating level. If such a reduction in voltage could be made by modifying the

Zenith Multiple Flash X-Ray System, the following improvements would result:

(1) Softer X rays could be generated so as to provide greater contrast

between the soils and the test object, provided the X rays could penetrate the

media.

(2) Since a reduced accelerating potential can be more easily con-

trolled, it should be feasible to increase the pulse-repetition frequency and

make it variable. Repetition frequencies as high as 40 kilocycles (kc) should

be possible (sampling at 40 kc allows one to resolve 20-kc information). Also,

the pulsed energy impingirg on the tungsten target of the X-ray tube is reduced

consider..iy, thereby allowing the X-ray tube to be operated continuously if

desired. The lowered potential should also largely eliminate the problems with

kickback surges experienced with the 150.kv pulses which invariably trip the

safety relays in 2m Zenith Multiple Flash X-Ray System.

Finally, there should be some additional light intensity resulting

f . very high gain of the second image-irtens, "'- st-r- which could be

traded off in, the. reduction of scattering by the addition of lead screens on the

back side of the soil bin. The reduced X-ray levels are, of course, safer to work

with.

Other combinations worth considering, which may or may not utilize the

image intensifiers, iLcl.ie the following*

(1) Modified 7-nith Multiple Flash X-Ray System with ima. intensifiers

in tandem, as shown in Figure 18.

(2) Midified low-voltage Field iBission C=Toration Fexitren with two
image intensifiers, as shown in Figure 18 with a programble sequence of 3 or

more pulses.
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(3) ifigh-voltage Field Emission Corporation Fexitron Model (300 kv or

greater) activating photographic -film placed directly behind the soii bin. (The

image intensifiers could be used with this system whereby the image on the out

put screen of the image intensifier could be photographed with a 16- or 35-M

camera.)

(4) Use of an electron optical system such as the Cinelix (Holland)

with the Radio Corporation of merica tiv- or three-stage image intensifier.

so1
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SECTE 71

CONCLUSIONS AND RECU4vENDTIONS

1. Conclusions.

a. General.

From the pilot tests it can be concluded that soil is a severe

X-ray-scattering medium. However, there is aqle indication that this can be

reduced to a tolerable extent by use of a lead mask that allows X rays to pass

into the soil sample over the field of view only, and by use of an X-ray mesh

in front of the film. The maximua density and thickness of soil that can be

penetrated by the Zenith Multiple Flash X-Rity System is 5 inches of Ottawa sand

at 112 pcf. More success was obtained with the Field E3mission (300-kv) Fexitron

by penetrating 8 inches of Ottawa sand at approximately the same density.

By using the 12-inch shock tube, the average range of density

changus that might be expected in soil columns confined in test containers is
4..5 percent for dense sands to 5 percent for loose clay. This range is below the

density change (greater than 5 percent) that mist occur to be detected as a

contrast difference by the Zenith Mu4ltiple Flash X-Ray System. Some of the best

static X-ray techniques employed in flaw detection of weapon components cannot

distinguish density changes of less than 2 percent; consequently, the usefulness

of X rays in detecting dynamic density changes must be confined to failure-mode

studies where density changes of 5 to 15 percent are commn.

b. Zenith Multiple Flash X-Ray System.

Quantitative data have not been obtaineJ in the soil dynamics

pilot studies with the Zenith Multiple Flash X-Ray Syste. Howver, the
experimental data obtained with this system, though qualitative, allow some

conclusions to be drawn about the system's capabilities as well as its feasibility

as a tool for measurement of dynmaic *oil. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) It is evident from the tests that the X-ray intensity per pulse
is nwt adequate to study soil saples over 5 inches thick.

(2) There are undesirable limitations on the model size and -soil
sample density largely because of inadequate X-ray intensity.

(3) Considerable geometric distortion, vignetting, and a large

portion of the field of view are lost because of the 8-inch-diameter image
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intensifier being used; however, vastly improved image intensifiers are now on

the market.

(4) Where soil moveent or particle ' locities are under 100 fps,

the shadow-edge smearing is about 1.2 mils. In comparison, this decreases the

resolution far less than the edge unsharpness produced by scattering.

(S) The technique for producing eight frames of 35-m film is good;

however, frame rates to 10,000 per second are desirable to resolve the interaction

effects caused by the leading edge of a stress wave with an object embedded in

soil.

(6) The incorporation of an image intensifier makes it possible to

photograph the object X-rayed on 16- or 3S-mn file, thereby eliminating a difficult

film-transport problem. Because of the transport problem, one cannot take advantage
of the resolution obtainable by placing the film directly behind the soil bin if

more than one frame is requi-ed.

It was concluded that to increase the capability and reliability

of ti m ,nji Z v 7W& .L7&,,' X %A Sz: to thc point where it could be used for

dynamic soil measurements would require the following action:

(a) Return the multiple flash X-ray system to the Zenith Re-

search Corporation to determine and eliminate the high-

voltage reflections in the X-ray-tube circuit which have

been the cause of repeated malfunctions and erratic

operation.

(b) Use t. 9-inch Dynscop. Model XS20-500/4-S

Image Intensifier with the Radio Corporation of America
Twu-Stage Iage Intensifier, todel C70012, with magnetic

focusing to provide an oerall light-intensity gain
of nearly 106 (Figs. 19, 20). Provide the .aecesssry

coupling optics between the output of the two-stage

intensifier and the 35-mm camera.

(7) The X-ray tube in tuis system appears to change its impedance

as a function of the total number of times it has been pulsed; this results in

voltage reflections bark into the system.

The above modifications would provide a system with the same

resolution (I.S Lp/=) and the sam pulse-repetition rates as before; however,
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Figure 20. Tlwo-stage image intensifier with permanent
magnet-focusing and power supply
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the system intensity gain will be two 'o three orders of magnitude greater, and

the vignetting will be greatly reduced. This would al' )w the X-ray syste, to

be operated with lower anode voltages and result in lower intensity and a shifting

of the white X-ray spectrum to the long wavelengths. Furthermore, scattering

unsharpness could also be reduced to adding lead screens, filters, and masks.

c. Field Emission Corporation Flash X-Ray System.

Four different radiographs were taken with a single-pulse Field

Emission (300-k,) Flash X-Ray Systiz of lead pellets posit.ioned througnout an

8-inch-wide soil bin filled with Ottawa sand. The X rays successfully penetrated

the 8 inches of C-tawa sand, and the radiograph taken of the emoedded pellets was

sharp and showed good contrast. Based on these results alone, it can be concluied

that this system can be used successfully for a number of the previously mentioned

dynamic soil tests.

It can be further concluded that the system has the potential for

making dynamic soil measurements because of the following features:

(1) It is simple, easy to operate, and highly reliable.

(2) Its building-block design provides considerable flexibility.

tit is possible to start with a single-pulse unit and progressively add as many

pulses as required. The feasibility of a s x-pulse system ias been demonstrated.)

(3) It has an extremely short pulse width so that radiograph

smearing is no problem even for object movements as high as 10,000 fps.

(4) It has a programable pulse-repetition rate, l05 pps 'Cr a

single-tube X ray, 106 pps for a multiple X-ray system.

The radiographs were taken by placing film directly behind the

soil bin. This gives imaximum geometric resolution. It is concluded that with

the use of an imuge intensifier and a 35-mm camera, the resolution should be

the same as that obtained with the Zenith ttltiple Flash X-Ray System.

.. Recomendat ions

a. Basic Field Emission System.

A c-anq rison of the two flash X-ray systems shows that the Field

Emission Corporation FexitruA, r'00-kv) Flash X-IRay has the greater penetration

capability and flexibility and appears to be more suitable for dynamic soil

measurements. Flexibility is contained in its controllable puise-repetition rate,
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remote operation of the X-ray tube (up to 60 feet from the power unit), multiple-
tube X-ray operation, and the capability of adding pulsers (six, possibly more)

to the basic imit. It is, therefore, revonuer.ded that the basic 8ing e, 18-nsec

pulse, 300-kv system be obtained to do the following:

(1) COndbt a series of tests on buried objects and models on

soil-bin-boundary effects and on the physical changes of soil stress and motion

gages under static and dynamic loads.

(2) Detrmine the maximum usable depth of penetration uf X rays

in soil and silt.

(1) Determine the maxinm resolution obtainable frcmn a test object

based on its relative position in the soil bin by varying the soil W the material

of the test object and by using filter, mask, lead scret.., and special types of

X-ray film.

(4) If it is necessary to include an image intensifier in the system,
determine the maximum resolution obtainable with the 16- or 3S-m- r" uera used with
the image intesifier. Also, determine the advantages, for example, when Kodak

Royal Blue film is positioned directly behind the soil bin.

(5) [Dtermine the minimn detectablc density variation Of soil,
possibly in stratified layers.

(6) Ltcermine the reliability of the system by monitoring its

perfornce and the time required for servicing ani replacement of ca~oonents.

If, after the tests, the feasibility and practicality of the single-pulse X-ray

system has bee-. adequately dmonstrated, then it should be cxpanded to a six-

pulse system having variable pulse-repetition capability with a maxima rate of

100,000 pps. Such an X-ray system should be capable of radiographing the

intertaction of the leading edge of the stress wave with models buried in soil.

b. Other Available X-Ra Systmas.

Available equipment slxxild be investigated to determine if any

other X-ray unit in combination with m intensifiers and other equipment

would yield a more optima system for masuremnts in soil. Of major iiortance

would be the selection of equipment to reduce the effects of scattering by soil.

c. *i Concet. and Techniques.

Improvemnt of present concepts and techniques should .lso be

investigated. For exaple, the advantage of a 600- or 2,000-ky single-pulse
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X-ray system over a 300-kyv system ma; be significant enough in penetrability alone

to warrant its use in specific tests.

The feasibility of the application of radioactive isotopes to

dynamic soil measurements should also be investigated further. The gamma-ray

energies of some of the more important gamma-ray-emitting sources range from

7S Key to 2.8 Msy. Cobalt 60 has a half life of 5.22 years and gamma-ray

energies of 1.2 and 1.3 Mev. Studies should involve placemnt of isotopes in

soil, exposure tines, safe handling, scattering, and absorption.

The use of the Mossbauer effect -with the gamma-ray-emitting sources

to show the movement of test objects in soil is one of the areas warranting further

research. It should consist of a feasibility study of the application of the

Doppler shifting of the photon, by rapidly moving the test object (photon

receiver), to the problem of measurement in dynamic soil.

d. .Hev X-Ray Sy,,-ems.

Exper.nents have demonstrated that a field-emission-type X-ray

system is capable- of penetrating 8 inches of Ottawa sand. Although this

penetrability is sfficient for certain dynamic soil tests, it would be advan-

tageous to be able to penetrate 10 to 20 inches of Ottawa sand. This would
allvaw placing larger: models in the soil bin which, in turn, would help reduce

the eflects oi the side walls of the soil bin. High-penetrability requirements

c1l for X-ray .stems in the million-electron-volt class. Such X-ray systams
are commercially av'!1able. For example, Field mission Corporation X-Ray

Systems are :vaiiable in the 2-Mev range, the Betatron can produce 10- to.20-Mev

X rays (Allis Chalmers and General Electric models), aid t* linear accelerator

can produce highly intense X rays in excess of 10 Mev.

All of these high-intensity X-ray systems are manufactured for

practical, or cmrcial, applications and are av4table in relatively mall
units (200 to 300 cubic feet). -

Application and use of such high-intensity X-ray systems are are"'1

that heretofore have not beer carefully cccisidered; they 'errant further udy,
particularly in light of the need and desirability of using thick soil samples.
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